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MAY NEWSLETTER 2024

Welcome to the May edition of our newsletter! This month at Vidhyanjali Academy has
been welcomed the blossoming of spring and came alive with the spirit of gratitude
and connection. We celebrated Mother's Day, a time-honoured occasion to pay tribute
to the unwavering love and sacrifices of mothers everywhere. The halls echoed with
laughter, songs, and heartfelt gestures as we expressed our deep appreciation for the
remarkable women who shape our lives

ECHOES

As we enter May, I want to express my gratitude to our
dedicated staff and celebrate our students' outstanding
achievements. This month, we celebrated Workers' Day
with heartfelt appreciation and honoured our incredible
mothers on Mother's Day. A successful Parent-Teacher
Meeting strengthened our community bonds. With the
summer break upon us, I encourage everyone to relax,
rejuvenate, and spend quality time with loved ones. Let's
return refreshed, ready to embrace new opportunities
and challenges. Enjoy the break!

MESSAGE FROM DIRECTOR

Dr.Ashima Goyal
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C e l e b r a t i o n  o f  I n t e r n a t i o n a l
W o r k e r ’ s  d a y
M o t h e r ’ s  d a y  c e l e b r a t i o n
P a r e n t s - T e a c h e r  M e e t i n g

OVERVIEW

INTERNATIONAL WORKER’S DAY
Vidhyanjali Academy marked International Labour Day with a grand celebration on
1st May 2024. The event was graced by Director Dr. Ashima Goyal, who delivered
an inspiring speech highlighting the invaluable contributions of the school's
workers. Dr. Goyal expressed her gratitude for their dedication and hard work,
emphasizing the critical role they play in the academy's success. She then
presented gifts of thanks to each worker as a token of appreciation. The day
concluded with a joyful celebration, reinforcing the spirit of unity and respect for
labour.

Mother’s Day Celebration

Vidhyanjali Academy's Mother's Day celebration was a joyous and heart-warming
event. Students engaged in various creative activities, crafting special gifts to
express their love and gratitude for their mothers. Each child designed a unique
present, pouring their heart into the creations. The highlight of the celebration was
when the students presented these personalized gifts to their mothers, bringing
smiles and tears of joy. The event concluded with a delightful moment at the
school's selfie point, where mothers and children posed for memorable photos,
capturing the love and happiness shared on this special day.
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PARENTS-TEACHER MEETING

Vidhyanjali Academy recently hosted a productive Parents-Teacher Meeting,
fostering strong communication between parents and educators. The meeting
provided an opportunity for parents to discuss their child's academic progress,
strengths, and areas for improvement with teachers. It also allowed teachers to
share insights into each student's performance and behaviour, along with
strategies for continued growth. The collaborative environment encouraged parents
to ask questions and express concerns, ensuring a holistic approach to each
child's development. The event concluded with a positive outlook, reinforcing the
partnership between home and school in supporting student success.
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UPCOMING BIRTHDAYS

3rd -June - World Bicycle day 
5th June -  World Environment day 
16th June - Father’s Day
21st June -  International Yoga day         

Kindergarten’s Upcoming Birthday
AARDHYA -  5th June
VIHAAN JAT - 5th June
KALPIT CHOUDHARY - 12th June
KUNAL MEHRA - 21st June
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SUMMER BREAK

Summer break begins at Vidhyanjali and students received their holiday
assignments. Teachers distributed thoughtfully designed assignments aimed at
keeping students engaged and reinforcing their learning during the break. The
assignments covered a range of subjects and included fun, creative tasks.
Teachers provided guidance on managing their time effectively, ensuring a balance
between study and relaxation. The excitement of the approaching holidays was
palpable, with students looking forward to a productive break. The school will
reopen on the 20th of June, welcoming students back refreshed and ready for the
new term.
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Triumph – A great success or Victory
Zenith – Most successful period of time for a person or thing
Ample – More than enough
Extemporaneous – To improvise

WORDS OF THE MONTH
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STUDENT’S CORNER

TEACHER’S CORNER

Science is a discipline that allows us to know more about our surroundings. Science has been evolving and developing
for centuries. It is one of the only fields in which we first imagine (hypothesise) and then prove the existence of things. It
is an era of scientific development. Many wonderful discoveries and inventions have been made by science. With its
help, even impossible things have become possible now. One of the greatest wonders of science is the invention of
electricity. It allows us to learn scientific facts about the world. We also get to know how machines work. It teaches us
very interesting concepts of science which are very helpful in day to day' life.

1. 1.PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 

KARISHMA HADA

2. 1.    EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING – AN INTERACTIVE WAY OF TEACHING

KOMAL SHARMA

गु�

गु� ह� तो �ार है , गु� है तो संसार ह�।
घने अंधकार म� भी दीपक का �काश है।
मन का �व�ास ह�, �दल का एहसास ह�।
 सु�र सा गीत है, हर श� म� �ीत है।

गु� के हाथ� म� ह� संसार क� कमान है। 
गु� के चरण� म� शत् शत् �णाम है। 

गु� ह� तो �व�ास है, गु� ह� तो म�जल क� �ा बात  है।
ना हो तो ल� अधुरा, गु� हो तो सब कुछ अपने हाथ है। 

गु� सु�र साज ह�, गु� �श� का सरताज है।
 गु� वो जो मन क� कभी न होने दे हार है, गु� के चरण� म� शत् शत् �णाम है।

ध�वाद

NAME = LAKSHITA HADA CLASS VI

Experiential learning is a hands-on approach where students engage in activities that promote active exploration and
practical application of concepts. In my teaching process, I induce experiential learning by incorporating real-world
projects, simulations, and interactive labs. For example, I design group projects that require students to solve actual
problems faced by local businesses or community organizations. Additionally, I utilize role-playing exercises and case
studies to encourage students to immerse themselves in complex scenarios, thereby deepening their understanding
through direct experience and reflection. This method not only enhances their comprehension but also develops critical
thinking and problem-solving skills.
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UPCOMING BIRTHDAYS

We extend sincere gratitude to Vidhyanjali parents for their unwavering support throughout April. Your
dedication to our students' education and growth is deeply appreciated. Thank you for being essential
partners in their journey.
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1ST OF JUNE - PRIYANSHI MADHUKAR – CLASS X
2ND OF JUNE - AVIKA NAGAR – CLASS V

2ND OF JUNE - ANANYA BANJARA – CLASS VI
2ND OF JUNE - GOURAV SUMAN – CLASS IX
2ND OF JUNE - LAKHAN GURJAR – CLASS XI

2ND OF JUNE - VEDANSHI KESHARWANI – CLASS XII
3RD OF JUNE - DRASHIT GAHLOT – CLASS IV

3RD OF JUNE -           ROBIN SINGH GURJAR – CLASS IX
3RD OF JUNE -             HARSHITA – CLASS X

3RD OF JUNE -            SUHANA SULTANA – CLASS XII
4TH OF JUNE - ANAY AGRAWAL – CLASS XII

5TH OF JUNE - KANISHKA RATHORE – CLASS III
5TH OF JUNE -      HARJEET SINGH – CLASS VI

5TH OF JUNE -       SIYA GUPTA – CLASS IX
5TH OF JUNE -        BHUMI RAJAK – CLASS XII

6TH OF JUNE - AARAV MEHRA – CLASS VI
6TH OF JUNE -      DEV BODHIYANI – CLASS IX
6TH OF JUNE -      GARVIT PANT – CLASS XII
7TH OF JUNE - HIMANSHU VERMA – CLASS X

7TH OF JUNE -         ARYA JAIN – CLASS XI
            7TH OF JUNE -    KISLAY KUMAR RANJAN – CLASS XII

8TH OF JUNE - DRISHTI DIXIT – CLASS VI
8TH OF JUNE -           PRAGYA YADAV – CLASS XI

9TH OF JUNE - SUSHANT MEENA – CLASS II
9TH OF JUNE -        AADITYA NAGAR – CLASS X

    9TH OF JUNE -      GARGEE MAHANTA – CLASS XI

9TH OF JUNE -     HANAN FIRDOOS – CLASS XII
10TH OF JUNE - YATHARTH GOYANKA – CLASS XI

  10TH OF JUNE -               ARPITA KUMARI – CLASS XII
  10TH OF JUNE -            IPPER PRATHMESH SHRIRAM – CLASS XII

   10TH OF JUNE -            HARSHIT SHARMA – CLASS XII
11TH OF JUNE - PROBAL KUMAR SARKAR – CLASS XII 

12TH OF JUNE - RONAK NAGAR – CLASS VIII
 12TH OF JUNE -       JAMES KUMAR SAH – CLASS XII

17TH OF JUNE - HARSH PRAJAPATI – CLASS I
19TH OF JUNE - SAMAR PRATAP GROTHWAL – CLASS III 

21ST OF JUNE - AYUSH MEHRA – CLASS IX
23RD OF JUNE - KHANAK SHARMA – CLASS IV
26TH OF JUNE - AYUSHI ACHORIYA – CLASS IX

   26TH OF JUNE -          BHAWANA MEHTA – CLASS IX
27TH OF JUNE - VANSH TIWARI – CLASS IX
29TH OF JUNE - HAPPY MEENA – CLASS VI

29TH OF JUNE -           JAVESH GALAV – CLASS IX


